
Anti-noise barriers for Pedemontana

AMONG THE 
INNOVATIVE 
AND GREEN 
TECHNOLOGIES 
OF THE NEW 
MOTORWAY IN 
LOMBARDIA, 
WHICH IS ABOUT 
TO BE COMPLETED, 
WHAT STANDS 
OUT IS THE 3-KM 
SERIES OF ANTI-
NOISE BARRIERS 
MADE UP OF 
CONTINUOUS 
GLASS PANELS 
WHICH COMBINE 
PERFORMANCE 
WITH DESIGN.

Mitigazione Acustica

Pedemontana antirumore
TRA LE TECNOLOGIE INNOVATIVE E A MISURA DI AMBIENTE DELLA NUOVA 
AUTOSTRADA LOMBARDA PROSSIMA AL COMPLETAMENTO, SPICCA UNA SERIE 
DI OLTRE 3 KM DI BARRIERE ACUSTICHE IN VETRO CONTINUO CON TONI IN BLU 
E VERDE CHE ABBINANO IL FATTORE PRESTAZIONALE A QUELLO DI DESIGN. 
PER GARANTIRE A RESIDENTI E UTENTI PASSAGGI VEICOLARI SILENZIOSI 
IN UN CONTESTO PAESAGGISTICAMENTE TUTELATO.

 According to the latest data provided by Autostrade per l’Italia SpA, more than 5 million drivers zip through the many motorways which 

cross the Italian Boot every day. The reasons that lead them to move are various: work, vacation and other commitments of any kind. 

However, only few of them are aware of the great noise pollution that their move creates into the surrounding environment. How to deal with 

this issue? Of course, mobility and progress cannot be stopped but quiescence and silence must be preserved too. The problem of exces-

sive exposure to noise has been outlined even by the legislation in Italy as in other European countries: it is considered essential to pro-

tect citizens from noise and therefore specific laws have been made. In a nutshell, the Italian legal system defines noise pollution in the Civ-

il Code and as “the introduction of noise in the living environment or in the external environment likely to cause annoyance or disturbance 

to rest or to other human activities, which is a danger to human health. It may be cause of deterioration of ecosystems, material goods, 

monuments and of the indoor or outdoor environment. It may also interfere with the normal function of the environments themselves”.

The European Union has been strongly committed to this subject. In fact, in 2002 it was introduced “The Environmental Noise Directive”, 

which is one of the main tools to fight against noise pollution within European countries. In it, the legislator defines the precise limits in noise 

pollution levels beyond which our cities and residential areas may be not exposed to. High noise level, coming from traffic or from any other 

sources, requires specific and targeted interventions that can protect the peace of our environment. The main instrument of such acoustic 

mitigations are, of course, noise barriers: protective screens having sound- absorption and insulation properties that allow dB reduction 

of noise level. These are all the reasons why, since the year 1989, Cir Ambiente SpA has been following the goal of ensuring peace and qui-

et in our living spaces, designing and building noise barriers which bring noise down and in the same time ensure integration with the sur-

rounding environment, thanks to a careful choice of high performance and high quality materials.

A part from being efficient tools against noise, sound insulating and absorbing barriers must, in fact, fix with the surrounding environment, 

preventing that their inclusion could cause negative impact or shock on the people living in the places object of noise mitigation. There-
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1. Barriere acustiche 
installate lungo la tratta A 
della nuova Pedemontana 
lombarda
Anti-noise barriers installed 
along the route A of the new 
Pedemontana in Lombardia 

2. Il tratto (cantiene 
Pedelombarda) oggetto 
dell’intervento
The segment (Pedelombarda 
construction site) object 
of the work

3. Particolare della soluzione 
antirumore
Anti-noise solution detail

Il silenzio attraverso la qualità

fore, Cir Ambiente offers a wide range of materials and design typologies to customers, in order to meet different demands and needs, 

adapting its barriers to environmental and urban contexts, each time in a specific way. In order to highlight the wide range of materials and 

choices that affect design, construction and installation of a noise barrier, whether it is blind or transparent, glass or aluminum, in the next 

section it will be presented a case study that shows Cir Environment’s experience within an important bonification project designed for 

Pedelombarda ScpA.

Before deepening the details, it is useful to remind that the issues such as acoustic performance, integration, environment, safety and du-

rability of materials are central topics in the new European directive: on the July 1st 2013, in fact, the EC Regulation n° 205/11 (CPR) entered 

into force. The CPR introduces the mandatory EC declaration of performance (DOP) for barrier systems, replacing the previous EC dec-

laration of conformity of 2007. A noise barrier, in fact, is not an assembly of individual elements (absorbing panels, insulation panels, car-

pentry, etc.), but it is rather a complex system where the final performance is given by the perfect combination of components, in terms of 

performance, mechanical strength and durability. In full compliance with European guidelines, herewith it is presented the case history of 

the Cir Ambiente noise barriers which have been and will be installed within the infrastructure project Pedelombarda in Lombardy region.

Pedelombarda ScpA, a consortium formed by Salini-Impregilo SpA, Astaldi SpA, Pizzarotti SpA, ACI, will deal with the construction of 

the motorway connection between Dalmine-Como-Varese and Valico Del Gaggiolo (Pedemontana motorway, authority CAL Concessioni 

Autostradali Lombarde SpA, concessionaire APL SpA). This road system puts together an overall length of about 157 km road  network: 

67 km highway, 20 km ring roads and 70 km of local roads. Under the environmental engineering point of view this connection system im-

plies an important effort as it entails a substantial extension of layout connections between important existing infrastructures. In addi-

tion to this, it involves an extremely delicate territory, densely populated and industrialized located in north of Milan, Varese and Bergamo.

One of the most ambitious goal of the project is to improve the complicate relationship between infrastructure and the landscape, by refo-
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cusing on the environment and protecting the areas close to residential areas, in terms of sight impact and noise pollution. Therefore, it is 

precisely here that Cir Ambiente steps in, playing in and embracing the challenge to protect this area so heavily affected by noise pollution. 

The acoustic reclamation, entrusted to Cir Ambiente, implies the construction and installation of its noise barriers made of different mate-

rial. Specifically, the project was divided into three big lots:

• Section A: Route A8-A9

• Lot 1 Freeway Como

• Lot 1 Freeway Varese.

In all three lots noise screens have been designed in order to be in compliance with acoustic studies carried out on the area, without for-

getting the importance of integration between barriers and environment. The result of this careful approach is visible in the already com-

pleted section: the purpose of a perfect combination between high architectural quality and perfect noise mitigation has been reached.

At the present time, installation works have been completed in section A link A8-A9, where approximately 3300 m of sound-insulating bar-

riers made of blue/green laminated glass panels have been installed. This transparent barrier type is a classic example of the marked at-

tention of Cir Ambiente, as it reduces environmental impact in the surrounding landscape to minimal levels. A part from the trasparency of 

the glass panel, even the carpentry respects landscape, since the columns supporting the structure are placed behind the barrier: it leaves 

the drivers’ view wider open. Obviously, a perfect noise protection is also guaranteed, thanks to the achievement of the class B3 Insula-

tion (UNI EN 1793-2). After a few miles, a driver, having the chance to travel along this mentioned track, will leave the section protected by 

the transparent barriers to keep his drive on through a road line screened with metallic typology. To complete the renovation of the area, in 

fact, the other material used for noise barriers is aluminum. Cir Ambiente aluminum panels have maximum acoustic performance: the mo-

no-drilled panels provide an absorption class A4 (UNI EN 1793-1) and an insulation class B3 (UNI EN 1793-2). ■■

4. Design and materials 
for optimal integration 
with environment

5, 6. Other points of view 
on Cir Ambiente barriers

Best practice Pedemontana

4. Design e materiali per 
un ottimale inserimento 
paesaggistico

5, 6. Ancora due punti 
di vista (interno ed esterno) 
sulle barriere realizzate 
da Cir Ambiente
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